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This study traces the evolution of organizations with a strong
emphasis on contemporary practices. As far as organizational
structure is concerned there seems to be no evolving pattern taking
over predominance in industry. None of the new concepts have
emerged as the best type of organizational structure. Indeed,
industry seems to be using a combination of these concepts in their
formal organization.
When looking at the human element in organizations however,
there does seem to be an emerging pattern. Slowly, organizations
are shifting to a more supportive approach in their relations with
employees. This theory supplies man with Maslow's highest order
needs and is seen most frequently today in project management.
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I. FORMAL ORGANIZATION
At first glance one would think that a discussion of organizational
structure and theory would be a simple outlining of facts and principles
that had proven themselves through years of management practice.
Such is not the case, however. Research into the modern day
writings of psychologists, management consultants, college manage-
ment professors, and industrialists themselves indicate that organiza-
tional concepts are in a ferment of change. There appears to be
agreement on some principles but disagreement on many more. One
thing is definite --there exists no generally accepted theory of manage-
ment; however, principles, or theory, become the means by which light
is shed on the understanding and improvement of management practice.
A. IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The importance of a sound organizational structure is emphasized,
not only for reporting relationships, but as a tool for analysis of busi-
ness performance and problems. A good organizational structure is
not a panacea for industrial problems, but is a necessary foundation of
any business.
Henri Fayol, General and Industrial Management (New York:
Pitman Publishing Corp. , 1949), p. 14-17.
o
Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of
Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 1954), p. 226.
Management (New York:

Allen, writing for the National Industrial Conference Board,
suggested the company organization charts as a logical place to start
for an analysis of any firm. The charts would reveal such things as
dual reporting relationships, overlapping responsibilities, unbalanced
work loads, spans of supervision, promotion paths, etc.
The importance of a sound organizational structure is duly
recognized as serving a number of important uses, some of which are
not readily apparent. If organization structure is so important, what
does it involve ?
B. BACKGROUND RELATING TO ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
It was not until the scientific management movement, the early
administrative management theorists, and the writings of Max Weber
on bureaucracy that there developed a systematic body of knowledge
related to the management of complex business and other organization.
Scientific management owes its beginning to Frederick Taylor
and his associates who, at the turn of the century, attempted to solve
the problems of industry through the strict use of time, the technical
perfection of production methods, carefully worked out incentive wage
payments, and the rational organization of the entire factory based on
work assignments so structured as to accomplish efficiently the main
tasks of the firm.
Louis A. Allen, Charting the Company Organizational Structure
(New York: National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 1959), p. 45.
Fremont E. Kast, and Rosenzweig, James E. , Organization
and Management: A Systems Approach (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1970), p. 60.

Taylor did not develop a broad, general theory of management.
His emphasis was on making management a science rather than an
individualistic approach based on rule of thumb. He set forth the new
duties of management as follows: (1) develop a science for each element
of a man's work; (2) scientifically select and then train, teach, and
develop the workman; (3) cooperate with the men so as to ensure that
all the work would be done in accordance with scientific principles;
5
(4) divide responsibility between management and workmen.
Scientific management was concerned with optimizing effort at
the shop level. In contrast, there developed a body of knowledge during
the first half of the twentieth century whose primary emphasis was on
establishing broad administrative principles applicable to higher
organizational levels. March and Simon refer to this body of knowledge
as "administrative management theory. Other writers call it the
traditional or classical theory of management. Classical organization
theory is the main subject being taught under the heading of management
7-
in business schools.
One of the earliest exponents of a general administrative manage-
ment theory was Henri Fayol. Administration, according to Fayol,
Frederick W. Taylor, "The Principles of Scientific Management, "
Scientific Management (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, Inc. ,
1947), p. 36-37.
James G. March, and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (New
York: Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958), p. 22.
'Drucker, The Practice of Management, p. 193.

could be studied by a process of abstraction and its elements established.
He found these elements to be (1) planning, (2) organizing, (3) to com-
mand, (4) coordinating, and (5) controlling. Fayol's work gave to classi-
cal administrative theory the form which it has retained until the present
.. 8time.
Another point of view on classical organization is that of the
sociologists who draw heavily on the work of Max Weber. The Sociolo-
gist sees the organization as a large, complex social unit in which many
social groups interact. Weber concluded that the movement of history
is away from traditional modes of organization and toward increasing
rationality as manifested in the spread of bureaucracy. 1U
Weber saw such organizations as having five major qualities
which set them apart from organizations in the past.
1. Division of Labor. Tasks were broken down into the most
minute particle of specialization so that even the rawest worker could
master his task in the shortest time with a minimum of skill.
2. Centralization of Authority. This is simply the progressive
concentration of control in a hierarchy.
George B. Strother, "The Social Science of Organizations, "
Four Perspectives (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1962), p. 10.
Q
Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations
,
(Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 41-42.
Robert C. Stone, "The Sociology of Bureaucracy and Profes-
sions, " Readings in Contemporary American Sociology (Paterson,
N.J.: Littlefield, Adams and Company, 1961), p. 498.

3. Rational Program of Personnel Administration. Employees
of a bureaucracy are selected by comparing the objective standards
set by the officials of the organization for adequate performance of a
job with the qualifications of the applicant for the job.
4. Rules and Regulations. Bureaucracies have well-articulated
policies which are impersonally and uniformly applied by officials.
5. Written Records. For the sake of organizational continuity
and for the purpose of achieving uniformity of action bureaucracies
maintain elaborate records.
Another major contributor to management thought during this
period was Mary Parker Follett. She brought to her writings and
speeches a vast knowledge of governmental and business administration.
She presented many lectures and wrote articles which, taken together,
established a philosophy of management. ** She was unique in empha-
sizing the psychological and sociological aspects of management. She
viewed management as a social process and the organization as a social
system. Her ideas in such areas as the acceptance of authority, the
importance of lateral coordination, and the necessity for change in an
organization differed substantially from those of other writers.
11W. G. Scott, and T. R. Mitchell, Organizational Theory, A
Structural and Behavioral Analysis (Homewood, 111. : The Dorsey
Press and Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1972), p. 11-12.
12
H. C. Metcalf, and L. Urwick, (eds), Dynamic Administration:
The Collected Papers of Mary Parker Follett (New York: Harper and
Row Publishers, Inc., 1941).

In the 1930's Mooney, Urwick, Gulick, and Barnard were able
to integrate the work of Taylor, Fayol, Follett, Emerson, Gantt, and
Gilbreath to name a few of the more illustrious contributors to manage-
ment theory, drawing from experience of several generations of public
officials, army officers, church leaders, and of course, managers of
business and thus suggested the universality of the classical principles.
This universality has been maintained in such classic texts as those of
Koontz and O'Donnell (1959). Barnard, for example, was able to develop
a closely reasoned theory in which he brought into the forefront the role
of leadership and decision making. *?
The human relations movement had its recognizable beginnings
on the Hawthorne experiments conducted by Mayo, Roethlisberger, and
Whitehead. These experiments provided a break from the tradition of
scientific management and industrial psychology which had held that
illumination, work conditions, rest periods, fatique, and other physical
and physiological variables combined with strong monetary incentives
were the primary factors influencing output and productivity. Social
and psychological factors were now seen as being of major importance
in determining worker productivity and satisfaction. ^^
13Chester Barnard, The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1938), p. 16.
14Roethlisberger and Dickerson, Management and the Workers,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1939, p. 185-186.
10

One of the first writers on organization to take a behavioral view
of the subject was Chester I. Barnard. Barnard defined organization
as a "system of cooperation. "
Whereas classical theory implies that authority is delegated
from the top down, Barnard thought of it as delegated upward:
A person can and will accept a communication as authoritative
only when four conditions simultaneously obtain; (a) he can and does
understand the communication; (b) at the time of his decision he be-
lieves that it is not inconsistent with the purpose of the organization;
(c) at the time of his decision, he believes it to be compatible with his
personal interest as a whole; and (d) he is able mentally and physically
15
to comply with it.
Barnard's theories were further developed by Herbert A. Simon
in his book Administrative Behavior on the decision-making approach.
Like Barnard, Simon emphasized that the equilibrium or survival
possibilities of an organization depend on its ability to induce coopera-
tion. Simon expanded the idea of decision making into a method of
actually structuring an organization. He suggested that the structure be
designed through an examination of the points at which decisions must
be made and the persons from whom information must be required if
1 fidecisions are to be satisfactory.
15Barnard, The Functions of the Executive
, p. 165.
i fi
Ernest Dale, Management: Theory and Practice (New York:
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1973), p. 185-186.
11

The systems approach is based on the idea that all organisms,
including human organizations, are systems that probably follow the
same rules to some extent. Therefore, an organization should be
studied, not merely as a formal arrangement of superiors and
subordinates or as a social system in which people influence each
other, but as a total system in which the environment, the formal
arrangements, the social system, and the technical systems are all
constantly interacting. The goals of a complex system such as an
organization are growth, stability, interaction, and survival.
In this view, the organization is not a static arrangement of
jobs that can be captured in an organization chart, but a pattern of
1 7
"inputs, outputs, feedback, delays and flows."
C. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
The basic type of organizational structures used to implement
classical organization theory has been that of line and staff, either
alone, in combination with each other, or mixed together in some
other organizational form. Line and staff organization have been the
basic organizational structures of American business and industry
over the past few decades. (See Appendix A, page 50 for a chart
depicting a typical line and staff organization).
1. Line Organization
The origin of line organization is unknown. It goes far





In industry the manufacturing organization best exemplifies its
related activities.
The line organization derives its name from the direct
superior-subordinate relationship which characterizes it. Some of
the advantages of the line organization are: (1) clear-cut, direct
communication channels, (2) less costly to operate, (3) clear-cut
lines of authority, and (4) serves as a good training ground in a
18
small organization.
Some of the disadvantages are: (1) manager must know all
jobs, (2) communications are restricted in that they can operate only
vertically and not horizontally, and (3) it tends to create a bureaucracy.
Line organization is considered to be best suited for smaller
operations with few levels of management and where functions lend
themselves to repetitive, established routines. ^
2. Staff Organization
American students of organization generally have chosen a
concept of staff which can be characterized as the "neutral and inferior
instrument" concept. It is, of course, very familiary. White des-
cribed it in these terms in his very influential text: ". . . line
19
1 8Arthur W. Gutenberg and Eugene Richman, Dynamics of





20 Ibid., p. 146.
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authorities . . . are the central elements of any administrative
system; staff and auxiliary agencies are necessary in a large and
complex organization, but they are secondary. They serve the line;
the line serves the people. "
Thus, "staff" in this concept is: "outside the lines of
command"; "deliberate organization for thought rather than execution";
and "purely advisory."
The concept of "neutral and inferior instrument" can be
broken down to two kinds of staff.
One is the "general staff" which has no authority and acts
as a liaison between departments. The other is a "specialized staff"
which serves a special function and can be one of three types:
1. Advisory staff- -gives guidance to other groups.
2. Service staff- -performs work for other groups.
3. Control staff- -regulates and constrains other
groups through four forms:
a. Functional control where orders are issued as
a result of a specialized activity such as safety.
b. Agency control where orders are issued in the
name of the manager.
21 Leonard D. White, An Introduction to the Study of Public
Administration (New York: Macmillan, 1955), p. 195.
22
R. T. Golembiewski, "Toward the New Organization Theories
Some Notes on 'Staff, '" Midwest Journal of Political Science , Vol. V,
No. 3, August 1961, p. 237-246.
14

c. Policy control where the performance of others
is judged.
d. Procedural control where the staff acts as a
o o
policeman to see that procedures are followed. °
While there is little controversy concerning the line organi-
zation as such, the same cannot be said of staff organization. View-
points range from subjugating it to the line organization to the view
that it will become the more powerful of the two.
Peter Drucker feels that central staff organizations represent
authority without responsibility. They tend to become masters of the
operation. Staff undermines the organization and impedes the perform-
ance of top management. He feels that staff functions should be under
24
the line organization.
Stahl has argued that the traditional concept of "staff" as
advisor of, and subordinate to, "line" units at all levels, not only
should not be the case and never has been the case.
According to Golembiewski, Stahl had the right idea but he
failed to take into account the revamping of traditional organization
theory. Changes in the traditional concept of staff depend upon the
23 Keith Davis, Human Relations at Work, 3rd Edition (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 174-178.
24Drucker, The Practice of Management, p. 241-245.
250. Glenn Stahl, "More on the Network of Authority, " Public
Administration Review, Winter 1960, p. 20.
15

development of organization theory (ies) of greater specificity than as
provided by the traditional principles.
The "neutral and inferior instrument" concept of staff is
inadequate from a number of points of view. Primarily, the concept
is a derivative from an inadequate base. The concept does not stand
on any substantial proof either of its usefulness or of the degree to
which it describes organization relations. Indeed, there is substantial
evidence of the mischief of adhering to the concept, as in the matter of
adaption to change.
According to an article appearing in the Industrial Relations
News, many line jobs will be eliminated because of new technology,
thus requiring fewer line supervisors. New communication devices,
such as closed circuit television and two-way radios, will eliminate
many supervisors. Specialists will handle emergencies, and decision-
making will take place at the top. As a result, staff jobs will increase.
Technical specialists will increase and human relation activities will
become a major part of top management. The staff organization will
27
be predominant.
Joan Woodward in her studies related to the effect of technol-
ogy upon organization structure found this to be true. She found that as
the complexity of technology rises, the ratio of indirect to direct
26 Golembiewski, "Toward the New Organization Theories.
"
27




workers increases. The "burden of administrative and clerical
workers grows in relation to production workers. "
One thing is obvious, many companies seem to have diffi-
culty keeping the line and staff working together harmoniously. °
D. CURRENT VIEWS ON CLASSICAL ORGANIZATION THEORY
As mentioned before, the principles of classical organization
theory and line-staff organization have been almost sacred. They have
served as the basic foundation for American industry and have served
it well as witnessed by the tremendous productivity of this nation. How-
ever, due to changing conditions, many of these principles are being
attacked as being inadequate for modern day industry. The pair of
unity of command and one -line authority, for example, reflect two
unreconciled strains of traditional organization theory. ^9
McGregor says the old idea of equal authority and responsibility
is no longer valid. There is an inequality between authority and
responsibility since, there are so many things over which a manager
has little or no control such as staff groups, the economy, government,
customers, labor unions, etc. This in no way has diminished his
responsibility to get the job done, but his authority and responsibility
are not equal. ^°
28William G. Scott, "Organization Theory: An Overview and an
Appraisal, " Journal of the Academy of Management , Vol. 4, No. 1,
April 1961, p. 7-26.
^ 9Golembiewski, "Toward the New Organization Theories. "
Of)
•
ouDouglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960), p. 149-173.
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Rensis Likert says that the theory that a person should have only
one boss is no longer valid. He states that it was based on the authority
of a supervisor to hire and fire. It was valid when man's basic needs
were economic and loss of income meant a lack of food and shelter and
in some cases, loss of life. Since man's needs are now of a higher
order the "one man-one boss" theory is no longer a valid one on which
to base an organizational structure.
Likert advocates a structure based on overlapping groups instead
of the man-to-man models of the past. He calls this a "linking-pin"
function where one man is a member of more than one group and serves
as the "linking-pin" between the groups. (See Appendix A, p. 51 for a
diagram of the "linking-pin" function). His research conducted at the
University of Michigan reveals that organizational structures using the
group process of supervision and decision-making are more productive
and develop better employee attitudes than the concepts of classical
organization theory. (Chapter II covers this in great detail.). This
overlapping group function is the basis of his attack on the "one -man-
one-boss" idea. Under this system, a man must serve more than one
boss since he is a member of more than one group. Likert feels this
is compatible in science based management and that the usual problems
caused by a man having more than one boss can be overcome in the
atmosphere of supportive management.
Rensis Likert, The Human Organization (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1967), p. 158-159.
32 Ibid_., p. 50-51.
18

Likert's concept of overlapping group structure strikes at another
facet of classical organization theory and that is the central chain of
command. His overlapping group structure would encompass the line
organization, and the service organization. 33 This type of organizational
structure completely eliminates any aspect of central chain of command.
As McGregor puts it, "One day we shall draw organization charts
as a series of linked groups rather than as an hierarchal structure of
individual reporting relationships.
Davis attacks classical organization theory as a whole. He feels
that classical structure is weak in psychological support and that the
line-staff concept is growing old. He states that service specialists
are chipping away at the hierarchal structures. Technologically
advanced organizations are looking for more modern structures. 35
It appears that many of the concepts of classical organizational
theory have outgrown their usefulness. If this is true, then what
replaces these concepts as a basis for organizational structure in the
future ?
E. ANALYSIS FOR FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Many new, exciting concepts are being discussed as a basis
for future organizational structure. Drucker probably said it best:
33 Ibid., p. 163.
34McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise
, p. 149-173.
35 Davis, Human Relations at Work, p. 181-183.
19

First we must know what kind of structure the enterprise
needs. Organization is not an end in itself but a means to
the end of business performance and business results.
The starting point of any analysis of organization cannot




He lists three types of analysis. The first concerns activities.
He feels this is needed most in older businesses. The biggest problem
as he sees it is the tendency to assume a prior set of functions such as
marketing, engineering, production, etc. Determinations must be
made as to whether some or all are needed or whether there are others
37
that are needed. The substitution of typical functions won't do.
The second item is decision analysis. Four factors must be
considered in analyzing the decision making requirements of the firm.
These are: (1) degree of futurity in decisions, (2) impact of decisions
on business as a whole, (3) character of decisions, i.e., conduct,
ethics, social, political, and (4) whether recurrent or rare decissions
will occur. The structure should be organized so that decision making
takes place at the lowest possible levels. Analyzing foreseeable
decisions shows what is needed in the top management structure and
o o
what authority and responsibility different levels should have. 00
Relations analysis is the third type necessary. The question
must be answered about whom a manager will have to work- -upward,
Drucker, The Practice of Management, p. 194.
37 Ibid.
, p. 195 and 196.
38 Ibid., p. 197 and 199.
20

downward, and sideways. This type of analysis leads to intelligent
staffing.
In analyzing an organizational structure, Drucker lists ten
symptoms of malorganization which would reveal organizational
40deficiencies. (These have been graphically portrayed in organiza-
tion chart form and have been included as Appendix B.
)
Robert R. Blake and Jane S. Mouton, developers of the Mana-
gerial Grid concepts, felt that an analysis of planning requirements
for the organization must be made in order to build a good organiza-
tional structure. *
F. BUILDING THE FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In considering the requirements of future organizational struc-
tures, it appears that organizational decentralization will play an
important part.
Drucker listed two types of decentralization, federal and func-
tional, as structural principles. He regards federal decentralization
(this concept has nothing to do with the government) as the most
effective. Federal decentralization organizes the business according






41 Robert R. Blake and Jane S. Mouton, The Managerial Grid,
(Houston, Texas: Gulf Publishing Company, 1964), p. 294.
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in itself and be based on business performance and results. This type
of organization must have a market of its own and be able to contribute
a profit. In order to operate effectively, there must be strong parts,
with a strong center, and be big enough to support its needed manage-
ment. 42
Functional decentralization should also be a part of future organ-
izational structures according to Drucker. Functional decentralization
organizes the business according to duties. It is essential where auto-
mation is involved and is more effective the closer it gets to federal
decentralization. Even though functional, it should turn out as complete
a product as possible. ^
These two structural principles are complimentary and not
competitive. They tend to give the manager maximum authority and
responsibility with a maximum of information and decision making.
All of this is good according to Drucker.
In the article mentioned previously, "A Revolution in Manage-
ment, " the writer sees decentralization as the organizational arrange-
ment of the future. He feels, however, that communications will be
centralized. A very interesting analogy is given where he likens the
decentralized organization of the future to the physicist's symbol for
the atom. In his opinion, there will be various smaller units revolving
around a central unit. ^
^Drucker, The Practice of Management, p. 209-218.
43 Ibid., p. 218-221.
44 Ibid.
45




Davis feels that the optimum organizational structure lies some-
where between decentralization and centralization. He states that
decentralization does distribute authority and responsibility to the
smallest practical unit. Two major benefits were listed as a result
of decentralization and these were: (1) executive development, and
(2) increased feeling of significance for employees. 4 "
Likert feels that product decentralization is not good. He states
that gains resulting from specialization are lost and that new problems
of coordination are created. Decentralization does not eliminate dis-
agreement in organizations but just changes relationships of who differs
47
with whom about what.
One item on which there appeared to be universal agreement was
that future organizational structures must allow for executive and
management development. This was mentioned previously as an item
listed by Davis. Drucker states that future organizations must have the
scope to challenge managers and have potential for growth. 48 Blake
and Mouton wrote that organizations should be structured so that man-
agement development will take place and afford promotion paths for
them. y Future organizational structures should allow for job enlarge-
ment and job enrichment at all levels, pinpoint responsibility, promote
46Davis, Human Relations at Work
, p. 186-189.
47
'Likert, The Human Organization
, p. 157.
48Drucker, Practice of Management
, p. 218.
49
Blake and Mouton, The Managerial Grid, p. 2 96.
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managerial growth, challenge the manager, and provide a clear path
for advancement according to a management program developed for
en
a large national company.
What other forms will the organizational structure take in the
future? Organization by product lines has been discussed previously.
(See Appendix A, page 52 for a typical organizational chart based on
CI
product lines). Another type of organizational structure becoming
more common is that based on geographical lines. Due to the size
and diversification of so many leading companies, this has become an
efficient way to organize their companies both nationally and inter-
nationally. (See Appendix A, page 53 for a typical organization chart
based on geographical lines. ) 5 ^
Another type of management structure becoming more widely
used is that of project management or as Davis calls it, matrix organ-
ization. This type of organization is organized around a project to be
completed and pulls people from all levels and functions of the regular
organization. It focuses resources on a single project and permits
better planning to meet deadlines. ^3 (gee Appendix A, page 54 for a
typical project management organization chart). 4
5 Mahler Associates, Inc., Management Process (New Jersey:
1968), Handout #17, p. 3.
5
*Allen, Charting the Company Organizational Structure , p. 24.
° Ibid.
, p. 27.
53 Davis, Human Relations at Work
, p. 295-297.
Allen, Charting the Company Organizational Structure, p. 298,
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Davis also mentioned two other structures that have been used
on a limited basis. One is called "non-structured management. " In
this type, a small group is assigned a task and the members of the
group determine the organization and how the work is to be performed.
The other emphasizes "undefined roles. " Organization charts are not
used. Each person searchs for and developes his own best function in
55
the organization.
Though somewhat of a contradiction, organizations of the future
must allow for informal organizations. They are so firmly entrenched
in the organization structure of companies, that they have obtained, for
all practical purposes, a formal status. Informal organizations cut
across hierarchal lines, give their members a sense of importance
and security, provide communication channels through the "grapevine, "
and can retard or facilitate the production process. Organizational
structures that do not integrate the formal and informal organizations
will not have the smoothly operating work force that is desired.
G. FORMAL ORGANIZATION IN INDUSTRY TODAY
In an attempt to determine what industrial concerns are doing
today as far as formal organization is concerned, telephone interviews
were conducted with several executives of the Monsanto Company, both
in Pensacola, Florida and at their world headquarters in St. Louis,
Missouri. Recent re-organizations have taken place at their Pensacola
55 Davis, Human Relations at Work, p. 2 98
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plant and within their functional division. (See Appendix C for a list-
ing of the questions used in the interview. )
The first interview was with L. L. Watkins, Superintendent of
Personnel and Industrial Relations at Monsanto 's Pensacola plant con-
cerning a re -organization of the top management levels of the plant.
He stated that there were three objectives behind the re -organization.
These were:
1. To reduce the span of control of the Plant Manager.
Previously there were 15 department heads on his staff.
This was reduced to five people consisting of three
General Superintendents, Mr. Watkins, and the Plant
Accountant.
2. To create functional groupings. All manufacturing opera-
tions were grouped under one General Superintendent,
technical operations under another, and service functions
under another. The personnel and accounting functions
were retained as separate entities.
3. To get production and engineering under the same General
Superintendent. Coordination between these groups was
somewhat difficult at the time so it was felt that by having
them responsible to the same person this could be improved.
The organizational concepts involved here are self-evident.
Though too early to tell, Mr. Watkins feels this will be a much more
efficient organization.
The second interview was held with E. P. Williamson, Plant
Engineer at the Pensacola plant. Some months ago a project group
had been established in the Engineering Department to handle special
construction projects previously performed by outside contractors.
Mechanics were pulled from all functional groups such as electricians,
welders, riggers, pipefitters, etc., to do this work. Mr. Williamson
26

stated that the project group had worked very satisfactorily and that
their activities would probably be expanded in the future. Though this
is not "project management" in the normal sense, the concept is the
same.
The Textiles Division of Monsanto (of which the Pensacola plant
is a part) was re-organized along product lines. Mr. R. C. Reese,
Division Personnel Director, was contacted as to the reasons behind
this. The reasons given read like the items listed previously under
Drucker's federal decentralized concepts. They included such items
as allowing the product groups to act as businesses within themselves,
to deal with their own markets, and to make their respective profit
contributions. According to Reese, the structure appears to be work-
ing well.
The final interview was held with J. W. King, Director of
Governmental Affairs for Monsanto in the Southwest Region of the
United States. This group is obviously organized along geographical
lines. In discussing the reasons for this, King gave one basic reason.
Each region generally has common characteristics, interests, and
goals. The Southwest region is different from the Northeast in the
types of products produced for example.
If Monsanto can be considered to be representative of large
industry in this country today, these interviews reveal that there is no
one organizational structure that will suffice for a company.
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II. MANAGEMENT OF THE HUMAN ELEMENT
A. INTRODUCTION
Of all the tasks of management, probably the single most impor-
tant task is that of managing the human element. The management of
the human element of an organization is the topic of this chapter.
Most organizations today base their organization on classical
organizational theories. These theories rely on key assumptions about
human behavior made in the past by well-known people in management
and reflect their ideas. These points of view often vary and change as
time and new theories come into acceptance.
Until recently this qualitative approach was the major, if not the
only, source of knowledge on how to organize and run an organization.
Today, research on leadership, management, and organization by
social scientists provides a much more stable body of knowledge as to
the principles used by the more successful managers. Management
can now be based on quantitative data which can easily be verified and
reverified through research. Not only is the body of knowledge more
stable and accurate, but it is likely to grow continuously as the results
of additional research on management are accumulated. (See Appendix
A, page 55 ).
1 Rensis Likert, The Human Organization (New York: McGraw-




The Institute for Social Research has conducted studies in over
two hundred U.S. firms involving thousands of managers and tens of
thousands of employees. These studies have revealed that the highest
producing managers in American firms are using, on the average, the
same basic principles of managing the human organization. These
principles differ in fundamental respects from the principles being
used by managers who are achieving only average or poor productivity,
performance and earnings. ^ From these findings it is possible to
come up with a general organization theory which can be applied to the
structure and management of any organization. This theory states that
the successful manager develops a supportive atmosphere where exper-
iences in the organization contribute to the members' sense of personal
worth and importance. Consistant with this is the "Principle of Sup-
portive Relations. " Successful managers create a system that
approximates the following model:
The social system is made up of interlocking work groups with
a high degree of group loyalty among the members and favorable atti-
tudes and trust between superiors and subordinates. Sensitivity to
others and relatively high levels of skill in personal interaction and
the functioning of groups are also present. These skills permit
D. G. Bowers, "Organizational Control in an Insurance Com-
pany, "Joc_iometry (New York: 1964), 27(2), p. 230-244.
^Rensis Likert, Testing a Theory in Yugoslavia, Speech,
University of Michigan, August 1969, p. 2.
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effective participation in decisions on common problems. Participa-
tion is used, for example, to establish organizational objectives which
are satisfactory integration of the needs and desires of all members
of the organization and of persons functionally related to it. High
levels of reciprocal influence occur, and high levels of total coordi-
nated influence are achieved in the organization. Communication is
efficient and effective. There is a flow from one part of the organi-
zation to another of all the relevant information important for each
decision and action. The leadership in the organization has developed
what might well be called a highly effective social system for inter-
action and mutual influence.
The preceeding model is labeled System Four by Rensis Likert,
former Director of the Institute for Social Research at the University
of Michigan. Douglas McGregor states the same premise in terms of
his Theory "X" and Theory "Y" 5 . . . Theory "X" states that man
basically dislikes work and will avoid it when he can. It also infers
that the average person prefers to be directed, avoids responsibility,
has little ambition and wants security above all else. This is the
traditional theory of management.
Theory "Y" states that man basically enjoys work, actively
seeks responsibility, and is very ambitious. People will exercise
4
Rensis Likert, New Patterns of Management (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1961), p. 51.
Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1960), p. 1.
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self direction and self control in the achievement of organized-
objectives to the degree that they are committed to those objectives.
Management policies and practices greatly affect this degree of
commitment.
Above all, the assumptions of Theory "Y" point up the fact that
the limits of human cooperation in the organization are not limited by
human nature, but of management ingenuity in discovering how to
develop its human resources. The traditional Theory "X" gives
management an easy out for ineffective organizational performance: it
is due to the nature of the human resources with which it must work.
Theory "Y" would place this problem in the lap of management. If
employees are lazy, indifferent, unwilling to take responsibility,
Theory "Y" implies that the causes lie in managements methods of
organization and control.
A significant change from the Classical Organization theory by
the supportive manager is the use of group decision making and super-
vision in the management of his work group.
.
The traditional organization does not use a group form of organi-
zation. It utilizes a man-to-man model of interaction, i.e., superior-
to-subordinate. In such an organization the president has full authority
and responsibility. The president in turn delegates specific authority
and responsibility to his Vice President and holds each accountable.
The Vice President in turn can do the same thing right on down through
the organization. The entire process involves man-to-man interaction."
"Likert, The Human Organization, p. 50.
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The view that a person can have only one superior and should
be given orders by him and no one else is based on "hire and fire"
n
authority. This theory relies primarily on the economic needs of
man. The basic assumption under the classical organization theory
is that when an organization buys a man's time it buys control over
his behavior. In the early 1900's when man relied on economic needs
this was probably a valid theory. Today, however, many studies have
shown that supervision based on economic needs and control by use of
"have to" motivation produces hostility of subordinate to superior and
to the organization and its objectives. When subordinates are report-
ing to one boss we see subordinates often using peers to get ahead with
the superior.
In participative management you are not only responsible to the
superior but also to those with whom you work.
Participative management uses an overlapping group form of
structure with each group linked to the rest of the organization by
means of persons who are members of more than one group. Thus in
this model we have interaction between subordinate and subordinate,
as well as between superior and subordinate. At each level within the
organization all subordinates in a group who are affected by the out-
come of a decision are involved in it. This is called the "linking-pin"
7K. K. White, Understanding the Company Organization Chart
(New York: American Management Association, 1963), p. 36-41.
o
Likert, The Human Organization, p. 150-159.
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9 iifunction. (See Appendix A, page 51 for a diagram of the linking-
pin" function).
The group method of decision making should not be confused with
committee work. In a committee, usually a clear cut decision on a
certain problem is never reached and even if a clear cut decision was
reached it may not be implemented by the organization. In the group
method the supervisor is accountable for all decisions, for their exe-
cution, and for the results. 10 Thus, the supervisor is responsible
for building his subordinates into a group which makes the best deci-
sions possible.
An important aspect of the participation model of management is
that this form of management is the logical way to motivate employees.
According to Maslow, man has a hierarchy of needs which he strives
to fulfill. 11
Haire has summarized the limited research in this field with
the following words:
To put it into business terms, the basic needs for security
and the satisfaction of physical demands are largely met by
the first levels of pay. Once these are satisfied and there
is some security in their future satisfaction, the system
9 Ibid.
, p. 50.
10 Ibid., p. 51.
'Keith Davis, Human Relations at Work , 3rd edition, (New
York: McGraw Hill, 1967), p. 36-37.
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progresses to demands for social satisfactions, for
example, of affiliation and loyalty, [next] to egoistic
satisfactions of esteem, understanding and recognition,
and finally to a demand for self-actualization and growth.
The philosophy of participative management has been attacked
from various quarters as being, among other things, inconsistent,
insincere, and ineffective since, in practice, autocratic or manipula-
tive methods are often used to induce people to participate. It has
also been attacked as blurring responsibilities and permitting deci-
sions to be avoided. In a sense, participation emphasizes equality and
conformity while delegation encourages achievement and individualism. **
Participative managers are charged with denying individualism which is
part of our pioneer heritage by seeking an environment which exalts the
group. The discipline of the boss and of the organization, which can be
resisted, is replaced by the discipline of the group which becomes in-
ternalized as self discipline. As a consequence, the individual loses
his personality in stifling conformity to group norms. ^
C. PERMISSIVE OR FREE REIGN MODEL
The participative organization need not be a purely permissive
system.
M. Haire, "The Social Sciences, and Management Practices,"
California Management Review , Vol. 4, (Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1964), p. 72.
1 ?
°George B. Strother, The Social Science of Organizations:
Four Perspectives, (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, 1962), p. 43
14William H. Knowles, "Human Relations in Industry: Research
and Concepts, " California Management Review, Fall, 1968, p. 96.
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Davis says the permissive or free reign manager avoids power.
He depends largely upon the group to establish its own goals and work
out its own problems. * 5 We see the group providing its own motiva-
tion. The manager exists as an outside contact to give the group the
information that it needs. The manager does not contribute leadership
to the group, thus free reign management ignores the manager's con-
tribution in the same way that the classical organization ignores the
group. In permissive management there is a tendency to permit
different units of an organization to proceed at cross -purposes which
could result in degenerative chaos. *-° A manager in the permissive
or free reign model has no control of the group. (See Appendix A,
page 57 ).
In a well-known experiment Lippitt and White found that boys
working under democratic leadership were industrious and continued
working after leaders left the room. Those under authoritative
leadership were either rebellious or cowed into apathy while the leaders
were present and ceased working the moment the leaders left the room. * '
D. CONTROL IN ORGANIZATIONS
Data from a number of American studies suggest that the parti-
cipative organization may be characterized by a system of control that








is more effective than that of the traditional organization. These stud-
ies also suggest a view of control somewhat different from that which
is traditionally held. Too often control is thought of as order giving,
surveillance and punishment. Control is more than these. It should
be viewed as involving any means through which the behavior of per-
sons is affected in intended ways. xo Unless the intended effects on
behavior are achieved, control cannot be said to exist, regardless of
how much order giving is involved. Thus, while supervisors in the
traditional management system may exert a good deal of pressure,
this pressure may lead to resentment and resistance and to a feeling
of "too much supervision. On the other hand, supervisors may
exercise substantial control by seeking cooperation through supportive
behavior and the development of favorable attitudes, and through the
use of groups. This is the key to leadership in System Four or
Theory "Y".
E. POWER EQUALIZATION
Participative management has been identified in the minds of
many students of organization with the notion of "power equalization. "^0
The power equalization theory argues that participation implies
I o
A. Tannenbaum, Control in Organizations (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1968), p. 7.
19Likert, The Human Organization
, p. 62-63.
20H. Leavitt, (ed. ) The Social Science of Organizations: Four
Perspectives (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 41-84.
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equalizing the power of groups in an organization and that this
equalization is the basis of organizational effectiveness.
The power equalization view of participation is based on the
assumption that there is a fixed amount of power or control in an
organization and that increasing the control exercised by one group
(for example, workers) requires decreasing that exercised by another
(for example, managers). Testing a theory of management in Yugo-
slavia (Mozina, Jerovsek, Tannenbaum, Likert, 1959) suggests that
it is possible for managers to increase the control they exercise (and
the control exercised by lower levels as well) by sharing some of
their decision making authority with lower levels.
The following is a brief excerpt from one of the above-
mentioned studies:
The exercise of control may be viewed as an exchange of
some valued resource dispensed by one person in return
for compliance on the part of another. The total amount of
control or power in a system may therefore be seen as a func-
tion of the amount of exchange involving compliance. This
amount may change because the quantity of resources among
members changes or because of a change in the rules (impli-
cit or explicit) regarding exchange. For example, an increase
in affectional ties among members may lead to the growth of
social approval as a resource, because approval is valued
more from liked persons than from those not liked. Hence,
social systems composed of persons who like one another
can, in principle, engage in a greater amount of exchange of
approval for compliance than systems composed of persons
who are indifferent to one another .... Traditional mana-
gerial approaches can be distinguished from participative by
the rules (implicit or explicit) regarding the quality and
2 1Tannenbaum, Control in Organizations, p. 15-16,
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quantity of exchange within them. In some traditional systems
employees exchange for pay; in participative systems they do
so for some managerial compliance (plus pay), thus increas-
ing the total amount of compliance (that is, control).
Managers can increase their control through increasing the
control exercised by others. The participative model cannot be fully
realized by giving subordinates control, or by telling them that they
have authority. Participation is not simply delegation. The partici-
pative organization is a complex social system requiring high levels
of understanding regarding the psychological as well as the technologi-
cal, administrative and economic aspects of organizations. Because
it is a more complex system than the traditional one, it is probably
op
more difficult to establish than the conventional organization. Plus,
the participative organization requires on the part of top management
commitment to the principles of participative management, including
the notion that power in a system may expand. The participative
system is characterized by strong, not weak, leadership, but the
membership groups are not less influential than their counterparts in
a weakly led organization . . . quite the contrary. The effective,
participative organization is not a power equalized system; it is a
power maximized system. ^ Vroom (1960), on the other hand, makes
it clear that participation, to him, means two-way discussion and
excludes delegation.
22 Likert, The Human Organization
, p. 92.




In the early 1900's man was motivated by economic needs. Since
the 1940's man has been motivated by the middle order needs satisfied
by the supportive model of organization. As a matter of fact, in our
present state of behavioral advancement, it is difficult enough to apply
the supportive theory. (See Appendix A, page 56 ). In the future, man
will progress to the higher needs. We will find that an extension of
the supportive theory is needed. As more research is completed this
will become feasible because of the expanding knowledge about people
in organizations.
G. COLLEGIAL MODEL
An extension of the supportive theory in use today with scientific
and professional people in project management is called the collegial
model of organization. ^ The collegial theory depends on management's
building a feeling of mutual contribution among participants in the or-
ganization. Each employee, for example, feels that he is contributing
something worthwhile to the whole and, therefore, is needed and
wanted. He feels that management and others are contributing also,
so he accepts and respects their roles in the organization. Managers
are seen as joint contributors, rather than overhead or bosses.
The managerial orientation, and consequently the role that it
plays, is the integration of all contributions. Management is an
2/t
Davis, Human Relations at Work, p. 292,
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integrating power, not a commanding power. The employee response
to this situation is responsibility, a feeling commonly found among
scientific and professional employees. For example, the employee
produces quality work not because management tells him to do so or
because the inspector will catch him if he does not, but because he
feels inside himself a social responsibility to provide his fellow man
with zero-defects quality. He also feels an obligation to uphold the
quality standards of his occupational group.
The employee psychological result of the collegial approach is
self-discipline. Feeling responsible, the employee disciplines him-
self for his performance on the team in the same way that a football
team member disciplines himself to training rules and the rules of
the game. In this kind of environment, he normally should feel some
degree of fulfillment worthwhile contribution, and self-realization,
even though the amount will be modest in some situations.
Finally, the measure of the collegial employee's morale will be
determined by his commitment to his task and his team. Commitment
to the organization is not given primary emphasis because we can
expect that most collegial employees will be cosmopolitan, having low
loyalty to the employing organization, high on commitment to special-
ized role skills, and likely to use an outer reference group orientation.
2 5 HAlvin W. Gouldner, Cosmopolitans and Locals: Toward an
Analysis of Latent Social Roles-I, " Administration Science Quarterly,
December, 1957, p. 290.
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They will, however, have an allegiance to their organization, reflect-
ing their feeling that it is the instrument which makes their specialized
labor whole by integrating their labor with the labor of others. 2 ^
H. UNIVERSAL APPLICATIONS
There is good reason to expect that research on leadership,
management, and organizational performance will yield the same
basic principles and body of knowledge regardless of the country in
which the research is done. (See Appendix A, page 55 ). In all
situations where high productivity is being sought, one can expect to
find the same fundamental pattern of findings. There are several
theoretical reasons for expecting this.
The scientific method is the same in all nations, and competently
used, yields similar observations irrespective of the cultural orienta-
tions of the investigator. The available evidence does not indicate the
need to have different principles of management for different cultures.
Culture is a conditioning variable which influences the methods and
2 7procedures for applying the basic principles of management.
Industrialization is likely to narrow the cultural differences which
may have existed among nations prior to their industrialization.
Industrialization makes nations much more alike in their organizational
existence. It creates large-scale enterprises with large numbers of
26Davis, Human Relations at Work
, p. 293-294.
2
'Rensis Likert, Improving Human Performance: Better Theory
,
More Accurate Accounting, Paper, August 1969, p. 2.
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employees and substantial interdependence. This results in an increase
in urban living and a decrease in rural life. The technologies of a
given industry tend to be the same everywhere as do the socio-
technical systems created to operate the industrial enterprises. These
characteristics produce great forces to bring about cultural changes in
countries which are industrializing. These forces are sufficiently
persuasive and powerful to cause major changes in the traditional
social and family organization of old, established cultures which, until
industrialization, have withstood successfully previous attempts to
alter them. As these changes occur in nations which are industrializ-
ing, the differences in culture among the industrial nations is likely to
become progressively less. Accompanying these changes will be a
trend on the part of managers in industrializing nations to rely increas-
ingly on the same basic body of knowledge in their practice of the art of
management.
Research findings as they have become available in recent years
are yielding results which confirm these expectations based on theory.
There is a growing body of data which indicate that the same fundamen-
tal principles yield the highest productivity and best performance in
widely different countries and cultures. Managers in all industrialized
and partially industrialized nations, consequently, can improve their







The object of this thesis was to trace organizational structure
and the management of the human element. A look at contemporary
thought in both areas is quite revealing.
In the early 1900's highly structured theories of management de-
veloped. One of these was the classical theory made up of scientific
and administrative management. Classical organizational theory is
being challenged as being inadequate in today's changing technology.
As organizations grow larger and more complex with advancing tech-
nology, anomalies appear which can not be accounted for in classical
theory. The concepts of unity of command, idealized line-staff rela-
tionships, and close supervision are well outside the limits of the
classical model.
The second of the structured theories of management is the
bureaucratic model. Trom government agencies Weber extracted
the main elements of organization. It is now apparent that the main
characteristics of bureaucracy can be found in any organization,
public or private. Unfortunately, many organizations don't even
know the principles of bureaucracy.
The human relations movement brought with it a different orien-
tation than that used by the classical theorists. They showed that
human motivation was a complex affair that could be understood by
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behaviorally slanted investigations. The human relationists did not
develop a new theory. Their approach to organizations was more of a
modification of classical theory. The human relations approach
differed from the previous theories in that it was unstructured. It
also represented a quantum jump in thinking on organizations.
Systems theory has not lived up to its promise of ten years ago.
Many of its concepts and analytical tools came from a number of
behavioral sciences and quantitative techniques. After ten years
there is still no new general theory to take the place of the old classi-
cal theory.
Today, with the advancements that are being made in manage-
ment through the use of analytical tools and empirical research we
are just beginning to see organizations shift to a more supportive
approach in their relations with employees. This can be seen in the
military over the last five year period in the many changes initiated
by Admiral Zumwalt. More emphasis has been placed on the individual,
his working and living conditions. The problems that are developing
because of these changes seem to be caused by dysfunctions this more
supportive approach has caused in the classical organization of the
services. Instead of modifying the old classical theory we may need
an entirely new one. In Thomas Kuhn's book, The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions , states that the evolving theory is not merely
an extension of the old, it is a fundamental reconstruction.
There are a number of general observations that come to light
in researching the material for this thesis. These are:
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1. A point that came to mind upon writing the background
relating to organizational structure dealt with the development of a
complex theory of organization. What was the reason Taylor, Fayol,
and Weber developed their theories when they did? Could it be that
this was the precise time these theories were needed? It was in the
early 1900's that organizations really became complex and couldn't
be managed by the rule-of-thumb method that was previously used.
Supporting this point was the coincidence of having three major con-
tributors to management theory developing their theories at about the
same time independent of one another in separated geographical areas.
(Max Weber in Germany, Henri Fayol in France, and Frederick Taylor
in the United States.
2. One of the observations the author made in developing this
thesis was the lack of references to sociologists, by the psychologists.
The reverse is also true. The volumes of material dealing with organi-
zational theory has increased to a point where it would be impossible for
a single discipline (sociologists, psychologists or other social scientists)
let alone an individual to keep up with even the variety of books and
journals immediately pertinent to their disciplines. The result of this
would seem to indicate that the sociologists for example are kept busy
just sorting out and keeping up with their own literature, thus leading
to the exclusion of closely related developments in other related disci-
plines. George Strother, in examining a fairly recent text (Haiman,
1962) found it predictably well supplied with references to Taylor,
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Gnatt, Gilbreth, and Fayol. He further found that the book contained
not a single reference to the names of a half-dozen sociologists (Weber,
Merton, Parsons, Gouldner, Selznick, and Blau. ) This is truly
unfortunate as both perspectives have much to offer. The real break-
through will come when someone integrates the works of both disciplines.
When this integration is completed the author believes we will see that
the two perspectives complement each other nicely and answer many
previously unanswered questions.
3. Many times it was observed that the same author wrote about
organizational structure and then wrote on the human element in an
organization as if it were completely different. Again, any meaningful
overall model of organizations should integrate the two ideas into a
common theory.
4. Monsanto is considered by many people in business and
industry to be a very progressive firm. Their major objectives behind
reorganization were: (1) reduce the span of control, (2) to create
functional groupings, and (3) to improve coordination. These sound
very much like the elements which were developed by Frederick




The model which seems to do the best job of linking organizational
structure and the managing of people is that of Rensis Likert. Likert
was concerned with the ways in which the goals of individuals and those
of the organization can be made to fuse, or at least coincide to some
extent. Likert's approach is based on a number of empirical studies
conducted by the Institute of Human Relations at Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The differences between good supervisors and bad ones are good super-
visors are those whose groups achieved high productivity, and bad ones
are those in charge of low -productivity groups. According to Likert,
the good supervisors tend to use a participative management approach
which is looked upon as a means of permitting subordinates to take part
in the decision-making process and thus to enlist individual creativity
and enthusiasm. In general the participative approach seems to build
up the power of groups and to emphasize the dual role of the supervisor
as a group member and a representative of management. These groups
in turn should be linked by means of overlapping groups of supervisors.
Likert believes that management should establish groups that meet
these criteria rather than adhere to the traditional man-to-man pat-
tern. It is this linking-pin method of supervision that the formal
organization and the human element have in common. Strengthening
the bonds of organization by the linking-pin method is believed to
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ensure three-way communication (up, down, and sideways between
people on the same level) and to permit each supervisor some
opportunity to influence his boss. In this way, it is thought, the goals
of the persons in the organization and those of the organization itself
become compatible if not identical.
Likert's work does not go without criticism. Vroom has stated
that all people do not respond to participative management. As an
example he cites the authoritarian personality and the person with
high atonomy. Knowles observed that inducing people to participate
in management is accomplished many times by autocratic or manipu-
lative methods. It has also been attacked as bluring responsibilities
and permitting decisions to be avoided. Finally, one might be suspi-
cious of Michigan studies supporting Michigan theories.
Looking at the overall theory it would seem that the good points
far outweigh the criticisms. It appears that Likert's system four









BASIC LINE AND STAFF ORGANIZATION
Line functions aim directly at the company's objectives.
Specialized staff positions furnish advice and service to the line


















The dots represent various managerial positions and illustrate
overlapping group functions. The managers are members of more
than one group and serve as "linking pins" for the groups.
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BASIC PRODUCT DIVISION ORGANIZATION
Companies that are organized on a basic product division
pattern group activities in terms of the product itself. Typically,
each product division has its own line and staff components.
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BASIC GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION ORGANIZATION
The geographic division type of structure involves grouping
of the major activities of the company in terms of the geographic
region to be served. Typically, each region is capable of achieving
its share of the overall company objectives --that is, it has its own
operating and staff components.
It is to be noted in this organization structure that the geo-
graphic division managers constitute the level reporting directly to
the chief executive. Each geographic division has its own manufac-
turing and sales function, together with appropriate specialized staff
departments. In practice, and like the other basic types, the geo-
graphic organization is rarely seen in as pure or complete a form as


























BASIC PROJECT MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
A project team usually operates outside of the regular organi-
zation. Its members may be drawn from all managerial levels and
from many different specialities. The organization chart below is
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Managerial Material Support Integration High reward
orientation: rewards
Employee Security Performance Responsi- Responsi-
orientation bility bility
Employee Organiza- Participation Self- Self-
psychological tional discipline discipline
result: dependency
Employee Lower Higher Self- Self-
needs met: order order realization realization
Morale Satisfac- Motivation Commitment Commitment
measures: tion to task and
team
to group
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1. It causes communication difficulties; up, down and laterally.
2. It's a costly organization.
3. The Plant Manager is removed from the work. He will find
the organization is not responsive and will find it difficult to
get things done.
4. Authorities and responsibilities are cut so fine it needs a lawyer
to spell them out.
5. Supervisors and foremen find it difficult to get approvals.
















1. There is overlap and duplication of effort.
2. There is conflict between the two groups.
3. There is confusion as to whom to take a problem.
4. The authority relationship between the two difficult
to define.
5. Responsibility for maintenance can not be pinned down.







1. Quality may be sacrificed for production.
2. The Plant Manager loses his checks and balances.
3. It may be expecting too much of the Production Superin-
tendent to balance conflicting objectives.
4. The caliber of final inspection is lower.
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1. The individual may receive conflicting orders.
2. The individual has priority problems.
3. Supervisors may get into conflict over the individual.
4. Who gives a raise? Who hires? Who fires? It's a problem,
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1. The role of the assistant confuses everybody.
2. Is he on the same level or isn't he? This may lead
to dissension.
















1. The Plant Manager is spread too thin and overworked,
2. One or more functions usually get neglected.
3. Coordination becomes a major problem for the Plant
Manager.









1. Often the Assistant Manager is a flunky.
2. Third level managers have to get through two levels
to get action.
3. Unless work is split neatly, there is constant duplication.
4. The top manager has less impact on the third level.
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1. One man is overworked and probably underpaid.
2. Some of the functions under Manager C may get neglected.
3. Only Manager C has a chance to understudy the Plant Manager.
4. The function of Managers A and B may be over-emphasized in
respect to other service functions.
5. The men reporting to Managers A, B, and C, while on the same












1. Production is subservient to Engineering.
2. The level of Production groups will likely mean lower salary
levels; hence, difficulty in attracting and keeping talent.
3. Relationships with other functions is hampered.










1. Industrial Relations will likely serve only Production.
2. Production manager supervises group which serves other
functions; may get into conflict of interest.
3. Industrial Relations will be handicapped in relating with
managers in other functions.






1. What caused the (Company-Division-Plant) to decide on
reorganization ?
2. Why was a particular type of organizational structure chosen?
3. What were the objectives that hopefully would be achieved in
the type of organizational structure chosen?
4. How was the new organizational structure received by the
people affected in the reorganization?
5. In your opinion, how well has the new organizational structure
worked?
6. Do you expect it to continue?
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